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Introduction

%)!
Infertility and sterility are occurring in approximately 15% of the couples wishing to %*! start a family (1) . It has been suggested that infertility may be due to different causes &+! ! $! such as systemic infections, endocrine and immunology disorders or cytogenetic &"! alterations. One important cause of infertility is the presence of a chromosomal &#! aberration in one member of the couple. In the general population, there is a 0.85% &$! frequency of chromosomal aberrations (2) . However, it has been reported that in &%! couples with repeated spontaneous abortions, this frequency is about 2.4%-6.8%, &&! women being more frequently affected (3, 4) . Cytogenetic analysis of aborted fetus &'! showed that 50-70% of them had a chromosome rearrangement (5, 6) . Among the &(! parental karyotypes of the couples presenting with recurrent spontaneous abortions, &)! a small supernumerary marker chromosome (sSMC) was found in less than 1% (7) . &*! sSMC are defined as structurally abnormal chromosomes that cannot be identified or '+! characterized by conventional-banding cytogenetic techniques alone. sSMC are '"! generally equal in size or smaller than chromosome 20 of the same metaphase '#! spread (8) . sSMC have been observed in cancer, congenital malformations and/or '$! intellectual disability, reproductive disorders and during prenatal diagnosis (9) (10) (11) and Giemsa staining revealed a normal karyotype for the man (46,XY). For the "#%! woman, a mosaicism containing three cell lines was observed among 32 analyzed "#&! ! '! cells: normal cells (9.4%), cells with one sSMC (15.6%) and cells with two sSMC "#'! (75%) that define karyotype 48,XX,+2mar [24] /47,XX,+mar [5] /46,XX[3]. The first "#(! sSMC had a larger size than the second sSMC ( Fig. 1A) . Giemsa staining showed a "#)! symmetric and a non-satellited aspect of both sSMC (Fig. 1B(c) ). "#*! "$+! Further array CGH analysis showed a gain of 6p11.2q11.1 (5.4Mb, Fig. 2A ), a gain of Fig. 2A ) and a gain of 20p11. 21 FISH analysis using WCP probe specific for chromosome 6 showed hybridization on "$*! both normal chromosomes 6 and on the larger sSMC ( Fig. 1B(d) , 1C). FISH analysis "%+! using WCP probe specific for chromosome 20 showed hybridization on both normal "%"! chromosomes 20 and on the smaller sSMC ( Fig. 1B(d) , 1C). No additional "%#! hybridization signal was detected on other chromosomes, eliminating an insertion or "%$! a translocation elsewhere. The chromosome 6 centromeric probe hybridized on both "%%! normal chromosomes 6 and on the sSMC(6) ( Fig. 1B(e), 1C) . The chromosome 20 "%&! centromeric probe hybridized on both normal chromosomes 20 but no signal was "%'! detected on the sSMC(20) (Fig. 1B(e), 1C ). Further analysis with the pancentromeric "%(! mixture specific for alpha-satellite common sequences of all chromosomes showed a "%)! fluorescent signal on the 46 normal chromosomes and on both sSMC (Fig. 1B(f) ). "%*!
The pantelomeric probe specific for all chromosomes showed signals on all "&+! ! (! chromosomes but not on the two sSMC. These results could suggest a ring structure "&"! of both sSMC. This might explain the mosaïcism observed in the analyzed cells and "&#! also, because of the mitotic formation of double rings, the difference in size of the "&$! sSMC(6) ( Fig. 1B(a) and (c) ). BAC clones RP4-580G13, RP1-234M6, RP5-1025A1 "&%! The interpretation of the clinical significance of sSMC is extremely problematic as "('! sSMC have heterogeneous phenotypic consequences. Their effects seem to depend "((! on the origin, size, content and the structure of the sSMC as well as the degree of "()! mosaicism, the varying amounts of euchromatin and their parental origin when the "(*! marker contains imprinted genes (14, 15) . To date, only two studies using array CGH ")+! have been performed on sSMC in relation with spontaneous abortions (16, 17) ")"! ( Table 2 ). Whether the sSMC is a cause or a coincidental finding is still questionable ")#! since the mechanism by which sSMC influence fertility has not yet been understood ")$! (18). In almost 50% of cases the etiology of recurrent abortions is unknown. The ")%! causes are heterogeneous and include endocrine dysfunction, autoimmune ")&! disorders, genetic abnormalities, maternal and paternal age, infectious diseases, ")'! environmental toxins and congenital or structural uterine anomalies (7) . Almost 15-")(! 20% of all pregnancies end up as spontaneous abortions, out of which the "))! contribution of chromosomal abnormalities is as high as 70%. Frequency of sSMC ")*! detected in infertile patients is higher than that in general population (0.125% versus "*+! 0.044%) and it is also different between male (0.165%) and female infertility "*"! (0.022%) (12) . An enhanced rate of recurrent abortions in sSMC carriers or their "*#! (Table 2) (5, 11, (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) . Usually, sSMC derived from chromosomes 6 and #+$! 20 are rare and comprise 0.54% and 1.2% of all sSMC respectively. About 37% of #+%! carriers of sSMC derived from chromosomes 6 and 20 are clinically normal (36). In #+&! our case, a normal phenotype was observed for the woman. Among the 20 cases of #+'! sSMC(6) described in the literature including our study, our patient is the first case of #+(! female described with recurrent abortions. sSMC (20) seems to be more frequent as #+)! 46 cases were previously described. Among these cases, one woman presented an #+*! unexplained infertility, two women a primary amenorrhea (18, 37) and a man an #"+! azoospermia (18). All these cases were not studied at a molecular level with array #""! CGH, so the exact size of sSMC and gene content remained unknown (38). In the 59 #"#! published cases of multiple sSMC (i.e. more than one sSMC in cells), sSMC (6) (Table 1) . To our knowledge, none of them were described associated ##&! ! "+! with infertility or pregnancy impairment. In the 3.3Mb DNA sequences located on the ##'! sSMC (20) , 35 genes are mapped (Table 1) . Among them, the THBD gene codes for ##(! the thrombomodulin, an endothelial-associated anticoagulant protein involved in the ##)! control of hemostasis and inflammation at the vascular beds (41). This protein is also ##*! a cofactor of the protein C anticoagulant pathway and is expressed mainly on the #$+! endothelial surface of blood vessels and in the placental syncytiotrophoblast cells hypothesize that a modification of its expression reveals an increase in procoagulant #$*! activity, which could be secondary to endothelial damage or coagulation activation #%+! and then involved in the pathogenesis of pregnancy loss. #%"!
#%#!
In conclusion, the behavior of both sSMC (6) and sSMC (20) in relation to fetal loss of #%$! our patient has been a subject of scrutiny and debate. Our findings support also the #%%! hypothesis that the modification of the expression of some genes, like THBD, could #%&! be directly responsible in the repeated spontaneous abortions. 
